A NSELM INCLUDES a short illustrative story in his Cur Deus Homo in x\ order to establish humanity's responsibility for the weakness caused by the fall:
times. While the Cur Deus Homo has been studied extensively, receiving eminence as a precursor of scholasticism, Anselm's prayers have been ignored. As a result, the Cur Deus Homo has been subject to misinterpretation and distortion. 17 While this essay concentrates on the Cur Deus Homo it tries to do so within this broader context. Rahner's recommendation might apply as well to Anselm as to Julian, encouraging the study of his works within the context of his monastic milieu. 18 Because both Anselm and Julian are firmly grounded in the monastic practice of lectio divina, and construct their theologies out of insights gained through contemplation, they are, generally speaking, more alike than different. However, there are differences in their soteriological emphases, as illustrated by the two exempla cited above, that might prove valuable to explore.
Anselm's Influence on Julian
It is possible that Julian knew Anselm's work, although it is often difficult to prove the direct influence of one text upon another in the Middle Ages. Anselm's prayers were well known in fourteenth-century -England, through their inclusion in compilations of theological or devotional writings translated into English. 19 The influence of the Cur Deus Homo upon Julian is less easy to establish, although she probably knew Anselm's general doctrine through widely disseminated teaching. 20 The exemplum of the slave falling into the ditch is an incidental theology, advocating that, for adequate understanding, Anselm's works need to be read as a whole, and not as isolated treatises; see James Gollnick, Flesh as Transformation Symbol in the Theology of Anselm of Canterbury (Lewiston/Queenston: Edwin Mellen, 1985) 1-6, 43-48. 17 1 am thinking in particular of Gustav Aulén, who reduces Anselm's soteriology to a type, the so-called "Latin type" or "satisfaction theory," and sets it in contrast to Aulén's preferred "patristic" or "classic" type (Christus Victor: An Historical Study of the Three Main Types of the Idea of the Atonement, trans. A. G. Hebert [New York: Macmillan, 1969] ). liiere is danger in reducing any work to a type, since one usually misses nuances necessary for appreciating the work's true meaning. In addition, Aulén's prejudice in favor of the "classic type" colors his reading of Anselm, causing him to make what I consider gross misinterpretations of Anselm. My reading of Anselm is very different from his, as will be evident in what follows. 18 For the monastic context of Anselm's theology, see Gollnick, Flesh as Transformation Symbol 9-23. 19 Colledge-Walsh note two correspondences in particular between Anselm's devotional works and Julian's text: to Anselm's "Meditation to Stir Up Fear," which likely came to Julian by way of the Ancrene Riwle where it is quoted (491 n. 16; 492 n. 28), and to Anselm's "Prayer to St. Paul," where he refers to Jesus as mother (606 n. 50). 20 If Julian had been a Benedictine nun before her enclosure as an anchoress, as Colledge-Walsh think likely, this increases the possibility of her access to Anselm's text metaphor in the Cur Deus Homo, and if Julian were familiar with it, she would have known the Cur Deus Homo well. Julian's own version of the story was part of the revelation given to her in prayer, a kind of dream image which she viewed as God's answer to her perplexity about sin. If she were aware of Anselm's parable this could help explain her surprise at the different version of the story contained in her revelations:
I was amazed that this servant could so meekly suffer all this woe; and I looked carefully to know if I could detect any fault in him, or if the lord would impute to him any kind of blame; and truly none was seen, for the only cause of his falling was his good will and his great desire. And in spirit he was as prompt and as good as he was when he stood before his lord, ready to do his will (51:268).
Julian's version of the story reverses Anselm's purpose to establish human responsibility for the fall, implying instead that the fall is an unfortunate accident for which the servant is not responsible.
In their critical edition of Showings, Colledge and Walsh make only one note of comparison between the Cur Deus Homo and Julian's text. 21 In answering Boso's charge that the Incarnation might be seen as rendering dishonor to God, Anselm points out that, on the contrary, it gives greater glory to God:
We do no injustice or dishonor to God, but give him thanks with all the heart, praising and proclaiming the ineffable height of his compassion. For the more astonishing a thing it is and beyond expectation, that he has restored us from so great and deserved ills in which we were, to so great and unmerited blessings which we had forfeited, by so much the more has he shown his more exceeding love and tenderness towards us (1.3:182-83; my emphasis).
22
Julian's expression is similar:
We know in our faith and our belief... that when man fell so deeply and so wretchedly through sin, there was no other help for restoring him, except through him who created man. And he who created man for love, by the same love wanted to restore man to the same blessedness and to even more (10:194; my emphasis). Colledge and Walsh were Struck by the similarity of phraseology high lighted above, but Anselm's idea that the Incarnation increases human appreciation of God's love, affording greater honor to God, is a constant theme in Julian's text. In fact, it is precisely through meditating on the "homely" love of the human Jesus, evidenced in the Incarnation and particularly in his passion, that Julian is led to praise the glory of the Trinity:
For where Jesus appears the blessed trinity is understood, as I see it. And I said: Blessed be the Lord! This I said with a reverent intention and in a loud voice, and I was greatly astonished by this wonder and marvel, that he who is so to be revered and feared would be so [homely] with a sinful creature living in this wretched flesh (4:181).
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There are other correspondences that can be drawn between the Cur Deus Homo and Showings. In many cases these exhibit agreement, but others suggest that Julian has further developed or altered Anselm's points. Without trying to prove conclusively that Julian was directly influenced by the Cur Deus Homo, I believe enough similarity exists between the two to make a comparison between them instructive.
Medieval Theology and the Humanity of Christ
A distinctive mark of the eleventh and twelfth centuries was a grow ing interest in the humanity and especially the passion of Christ.
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Anselm was directly involved in shaping this development in two dis tinct ways: through his prayers, which detailed the sufferings of Christ with a poignancy and passionate intensity that was new to the age, and through his theological treatise, the Cur Deus Homo, which grounded such devotion in a reasoned explanation of the necessity of the Incarnation. This latter work had tremendous influence, not only upon theology, but upon the piety of succeeding centuries. Devotion to the humanity of Christ, particularly to the crucified Jesus, dominated later medieval spirituality. By Julian's day the influence of this move ment was everywhere present. 23 1 prefer to use the actual word Julian used, "homely," to describe God's love, which Colledge-Walsh translate as 'familiar." 24 Richard Southern sees this development as consistent with a subtle shift in the feeling of the age from epic to romance, which can best be illustrated by art objects. In the Aaby crucifix (Danish, c. 1050-1100), for example, Christ, crowned with gold, stares out in majesty from a cross that is really a throne. He is the pantocrator, the epic hero, the triumphant warrior Son of God, impassible, divine. By contrast, in the Tirstrup crucifix (Danish, c. 1150), Christ is still crowned with gold, but he suffers: his face is sad, his eyes closed, his head slightly bent. He no longer looks victorious, but he looks more human (The Making of the Middle Ages 238 and Plates Π and ΙΠ).
Therefore it is not surprising that, as a devout young woman, Julian should pray for these three graces: to "have mind" of the passion of Christ through a vision of the Crucified, to be given a bodily sickness so as to share literally in Christ's suffering, and to be granted three "wounds": contrition for sin, compassion for Christ's suffering, and longing with her whole will for God. 25 She tells us that, as she matured, she forgot about the first two requests, since they were special favors not essential for growth in the spiritual life, but she constantly prayed for the third (2:177-79). Nonetheless, when Julian was thirty years old, she fell ill to the point of death. The curate attending her held a crucifix up before her eyes, urging her to gaze upon it (3:179-80). Whereupon, much to Julian's amazement, she received the vision of the Crucified she had prayed for in her youth: Suddenly I saw the red blood running down from under the crown, hot and flowing freely and copiously, a living stream, just as it was at the time when the crown of thorns was pressed on his blessed head. I perceived, truly and powerfully, that it was he who just so, both God and man, himself suffered for me (4:181).
This vision lasted all day and concluded the following night, accompanied by sixteen "revelations" about the love of God for humanity. The experience itself differs little from that of many other mystics and visionaries, predominantly women, of the high Middle Ages. 26 What is distinctive about Julian is the extent to which she attempted to penetrate into the theological significance of her experience. Julian therefore has more in common with Anselm than with most devotional or mystical writers of her day, whose meditations upon the Crucified focused primarily on piety and devotion. Like Anselm, she saw the importance of Christ's suffering humanity for an adequate understanding of the central mysteries of Christianity, and her contemplation, like his, resulted in a disciplined reflection upon the inner intelligibility of the doctrine of the Incarnation. However, though Anselm and Julian share similar theological motivations, their fundamental questions and methods of proceeding are different.
Contrasting Methodologies
Anselm's effort in the Cur Deus Homo is simply to provide a satisfactory answer to the question why God became human to save us. He wants to counter the criticism of unbelievers who think the doctrine of the Incarnation absurd, and to provide believers with clarification for their faith so that "they may be gladdened by understanding ... and ... always ready to convince any one who demands of them a reason [for] that hope which is in us" (1.1:178).
27 Anselm thinks that the old, scripturally based arguments establishing the "fittingness" of the Incarnation and atonement by simply contrasting Adam with Christ are not persuasive enough (1.3-1.4:182-84). His method consists in "leaving Christ out of view," i.e. leaving behind any explicit appeal to scriptural authority, 28 so that he may establish a clear, simple argument establishing the "necessary reasons" why God became human (Preface: 177).
29 He thinks such an argument will best persuade believers and 27 "... ut eorum quae credunt intellectu et contemplatione delectentur, et ut sint, quantum possunt, parati semper ad satisfactionem omni poscenti se rationem de ea quae in nobis est spe." 28 While Anselm leaves aside any direct appeal to Scripture, his thought continues to have scriptural foundations. See, for example, his indebtedness to Genesis (p. 612 above and n. 37) and to Paul's Adam/Christ typology p. 624 below).
29 "Ac tandem remoto Christo, quasi numquam aliquid fuerit de ilio, probat rationibus necessariis esse impossibile ullum hominem salvali sine ilio." Anselm's "necessary reasons" have been much misunderstood, often confused with the ontological or logical necessity of Aristotelian philosophy. What Anselm meant by necessary reasons, however, was probably dependent upon the "necessary arguments" of classical rhetoric. Cassiodorus, for example, distinguished arguments into two kinds: probable and necessary. The former are those whose actual truth or falsehood is not important as long as the argument being made is "probable," i.e. consistent with the particular class of being under discussion. By contrast, "necessary arguments" are based upon objective truth, and are thus capable of producing certitude. Anselm presumes that the Incarnation, as a doctrine of Christian faith, is objective truth, and, as such, deserves a more convincing argument for its reasonableness than mere fittingness. For this interpretation of Anselm's necessary reasons, see A.-M. Jacquin, "Le llationes Necessariae' de Saint unbelievers alike that the content of Christian faith is entirely reasonable.
Anselm certainly never intended to give human reason an absolute, demonstrative power over the truths of faith. Faith is Anselm's starting point, and his "necessary reasons" are always regarded as mere analogies for the reality of God, always provisional and relative, subject to correction by a higher authority. But because Anselm took very seriously the Christian teaching that the human mind is created in God's image, closest in likeness among all created beings to God's essence, he is confident that the conclusions it comes to with respect to God are trustworthy if performed rightly.
30 Anselm thus began something new in Christian theology by emphasizing the power of natural reason to construct coherent rational arguments for the truths of faith, something that would develop over the next few centuries into the type of theology known as scholasticism.
Julian's theology begins with a more personal experience of salvation, received in the extremities of what she believed to be her final illness:
I accepted it that at that time our Lord Jesus wanted, out of his courteous love, to show me comfort before my temptations began, for it seemed to me that I might well be tempted by devils, by God's permission and with his protection, before I would die. With this sight of his blessed Passion,... I knew well that this was strength enough for me, yes, and for all living creatures who were to be saved, against all the devils of hell and against all their spiritual enemies (4:182).
The words of comfort given in the midst of this experience cast out of her mind forever all fear of sin and damnation. They taught her that God's love for her was far stronger than the powers of evil. Rather than scrupulosity regarding her own sinfulness or the fear of eternal damnation, Julian learned that her attitude towards God, even in the midst of suffering, should be trust. Furthermore, she believed that the message of comfort and love she received from God was meant not only for herself personally, but for all Christians: Julian sensed that the message of her revelations was directed against the fascination with sin and the often extreme fear about damnation, exacerbated by the episodes of the Black Death, that were part of the atmosphere of the fourteenth century, and that it was meant to replace such attitudes with trust in the love of God.
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However, Julian's religious experience raised some troubling theological questions for her. She was perplexed by the fact that God never looked upon sinners with wrath, but only with love (48:262, 49:263-64). Furthermore, through the constantly repeated promise, "All will be well," God seemed to be implying that all would be saved, extending salvation even to those considered damned according to church teaching (32:233). Her contemplation over a twenty-year period was focused on reconciling two apparently contradictory teachings regarding sin and salvation: the teachings of her revelations, which she firmly believed were from God, and the teachings of the Church, which she continued to trust as God's revelation.
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Methodologically, far from "putting Christ out of view," Julian focuses upon Scripture as the source of her reflections. In fact, her work can be seen as an explicit example of the monastic practice of lectio divina, through which the prayerful meditation upon Scripture results in contemplative insight into the truths of Christian faith. Her reflections, although theologically sophisticated, never lose touch with their source, her personal experience of salvation in the midst of suffering, and with their purpose, the pastoral comfort of her suffering contemporaries.
ANSELM'S CUR DEUS HOMO
Anselm's Cur Deus Homo is grounded in the felt human need, illumined by grace, for deliverance from sin, and in the longing for union with Christ that is the way to that deliverance. This feeling is an essential part of the pattern of Anselm's prayers, a pattern repeated in the Proslogion. 33 Entering into solitude, shutting out everything but God, Anselm seeks the face of God, praying that his mind will be stirred to greater understanding. But the center of Anselm's prayer is the prayer of compunction, so essential to the spirit of Benedictine Ask urgently that I may have the love that pierces the heart; tears that are humble; desire for the homeland of heaven; impatience with this earthly exile; searing repentance; and a dread of torments in eternity.
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The Cur Deus Homo presents a theological argument for the doctrine of the atonement which has its source in this experience of compunction. God's love is its beginning and ending point, but God's love as turned toward the need for human redemption from sin. It takes seriously the experience of sinfulness and its accompanying desires for forgiveness and the ability to make amends for the damage caused by sin. And it presents a convincing rationale for how the grace of Christ can effect the fulfillment of such desires. Central to Anselm's soteriology is the fact of sin, not only as it affects the sinner personally, but in its far-reaching effects on society. Central to Anselm's soteriology, too, is human responsibility for sin and the need to participate through union with Christ in its eradication.
The Feudal Order and Social Sin
The Cur Deus Homo is dependent upon the analogy of the medieval feudal order. Much misinterpretation of Anselm's work can be traced to a failure to recognize this; to interpret Anselm's argument in terms of individual retributive justice is to miss the point Anselm is making. In feudalism, a person's meaning came from one's position in society, which was a complicated interweaving of relationships. Honor and obedience to the liege lord guaranteed the smooth running of this society, enabling each member of it to keep one's meaning, identity, and worth intact. Dishonor or disobedience to the liege lord was much 34 See the description of compunction in Leclercq, The Love of Learning 37-41; Ward, The Prayers and Meditations 53-56.
35 "Impetra mihi compunctionem pietatis, lacrimas humilitatis, patriae caelestis desiderium, terreni exilii fastidium, paenitentiae amaritudinem, aeterni cruciatile timorem." English translation from Ward, The Prayers and Meditations 55, 202. more than an insult to his personal dignity; it was an act of disrespect and a wound to the entire social fabric, affecting everyone's place and meaning in it. Satisfaction for such an act must not only repair the breach of trust between the offender and the lord; it must also repair the damage done to the whole social order.
36
By using this analogy, Anselm is able to do justice to the social nature of sin. Sin is not only an offense against God, with unhappy results for the sinner; it upsets all earthly relationships as well.
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Consequently, satisfaction is not merely a question of making up for one's own sin and restoring one's own dignity, 38 but it must also be rendered in proportion to the extent of the injury done. Since the relationship between God and all of creation has been ruined because of sin, the sinner must somehow reconcile the whole world to God, effecting a "new creation" (1.23:232). What the sinner restores must be "greater than all the universe besides God,... greater than all else but God himself (2.6:244-45).
39 But the sinner cannot do this. Even if the sinner dies, offering a life in payment, this is only what is owed to God since Anselm regards death as the consequence of sin. Only a sinless one, who freely dies without deserving it, can give back more than is merely owed and can effect this reconciliation (2.11:257-58). Anselm thus concludes that it was necessary that God be the one to make atonement for sin.
Human Participation in Redemption
But Anselm is also convinced that humanity must play a part in this re-creation. Many interpretations of the Cur Deus Homo miss the implications of this point. Here we find in Anselm an instinct which would be more thoroughly elaborated later into the scholastic doctrine of cooperative grace. Anselm's stress upon the humanity of Christ is a deliberate way of saying how important it is that human beings be enabled by God to cooperate in their own salvation. And this idea is dependent upon a profound sense of the solidarity of the human race, of all people with one another and with Christ, the new Adam. 37 Anselm is thus faithful to the description of the consequences of sin in Genesis 3 where disruption occurs, not only between humans and God but also between humans and the earth, humans and the animal world, man and his work, woman and her work, the man and the woman themselves.
38 Even this would not be possible, because the person offended is the infinite God, and thus the offense is infinite, which the sinner, being finite, cannot repay (Cur Deus Homo 1.11).
39 "... mains quam omne quod praeter deum est maiorem esse necesse est quam omne quod non est deus." Anselm makes the point of the need for human cooperation in redemption very clearly. When Boso asks why God doesn't simply forgive sin out of compassion, Anselm gives many reasons involving justice, the nature of God, the nature of sin, and so on. But at one point he says simply that if God just forgives our sin, we will not be happy:
But while man does not make payment [for sin], he either wishes to restore, or else he does not wish to. Now, if he wishes to do what he cannot, he will be needy, and if he does not wish to, he will be unjust.... But whether needy or unjust, he will not be happy (1.24:236).
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It is out of the desire that humanity be happy, out of faithfulness to who humans are meant to be, that God demands that they participate in the work of redemption. And this participation takes place through humanity's union with Christ, God become human. By accomplishing the work of the atonement, Christ makes satisfaction for guilty human beings in their stead, but as their representative, not their substitute. 41 His action frees human beings and leaves a place open for them to assume their rightful place in relationship to God and to the world, restoring them to who they were meant to be, enabling them to continue as disciples in the offering of Christ to God which effects human salvation.
Anselm best emphasizes the representative nature of Christ's redemptive act in his use of the Adam/Christ typology of Romans 5. As all share in the sin of Adam, representative of the human race, so all share in the self-offering of Christ the representative once they have been freed to do so.
If ... [God] makes a new man
, not of Adam's race, then this man will not belong to the human family, which descended from Adam, and therefore ought not to make atonement for it, because he never belonged to it. For, as it is right for man to make atonement for the sin of man, it is also necessary that he who makes the atonement should be the very being who has sinned, or else one of the same race. Otherwise, neither Adam nor his race would make satisfaction for themselves. Therefore, as through Adam and Eve sin was propagated among all men, so none but themselves, or one born of them, ought to make atonement for the sin of men (2.8:247). 42 "Sed si novum hominem facit non ex Adae genere, non pertinebit ad genus humanuni quod natum est de Adam. Quare non debebit satisfacere pro eo, quia non erit de ilio. Sicut enim rectum est, ut pro culpa hominis homo satisfaciat, ita necesse est, ut sa-If only a substitute for humanity were sufficient to make atonement for sin, God would not have needed to become human. If humanity did not need to participate in repairing the damage done by sin, the Incarnation makes no sense for Anselm. One of the reasons why he rejected the devil-ransom theory as insufficient to explain why God became human, is because the atonement is presented there simply as a clash between God and the powers of evil. Human cooperation is ignored. Anselm's instinct is to supply this missing item.
However, after having made this point so strongly, Anselm leaves a lacuna in his discussion in the Cur Deus Homo, neglecting to spell out in any detail how human beings participate in the atonement made by Christ in their name. Anselm characteristically concentrates his attention on only one question at a time, 43 and in the Cur Deus Homo why God became human is the issue, not how humans participate in Christ's victory over sin. Thus, when Boso remarks, "it is not clear how the death of the Son avails for the salvation of man," Anselm replies, "the question concerns only the Incarnation of God, and those things which we believe with regard to his taking human nature" (1.10:200-201).
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There are only two places in the Cur Deus Homo where Anselm discusses in any detail the connection between Christ's atonement and human participation in it. The most famous is his exposition of the doctrine of merits:
Let us now observe, if we can, how the salvation of men rests on this There is no need of explaining how precious was the gift which the Son freely gave.... But you surely will not think that he deserves no reward, who freely gave so great a gift to God
[But] how... can a reward be bestowed on one who needs nothing, and to whom no gift or release can be made?... The reward then must be bestowed upon some one else, for it cannot be upon him.... Upon whom would he more properly bestow the reward accruing from his death than upon those for whose salvation ... he became man; and for whose sake, as we have already said, he left an example of suffering death to preserve holiness? For surely in vain will men imitate him, if they be not also partakers of his reward (2.19:283-S4 For what compassion can excel these words of the Father, addressed to the sinner doomed to eternal torments and having no way of escape: "Take my only begotten Son and make him an offering for yourself," or these words of the Son: "Take me, and ransom your souls." For these are the voices they utter, when inviting and leading us to faith in the Gospel (2.20:286). inaugurated by Christ, one must go beyond the Cur Deus Homo to Anselm's other writings. 49 And because the Cur Deus Homo has been read independently of them, this aspect of Anselm's thought has often been ignored.
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God's Love
Love is God's sole motivation for demanding that human beings participate in the atonement, a point frequently overlooked in interpretations of the Cur Deus Homo. In fact, many associate Anselm's soteriology with the idea of God's justice rather than God's love. Anselm has even been charged with setting up an opposition within God between God's justice and love. However, a careful reading of the Cur Deus Homo reveals that God's love is paramount in Anselm's argument. He begins and ends with it, and everything else he says must be understood in light of it. It is interesting that Colledge and Walsh found, for their comparison to Julian, a text which touches upon this core of Anselm's soteriology: the theme of God's "more exceeding love and tenderness towards us" (1.3:183). 51 This love demands that God save humanity:
Does not the reason why God ought to do the things we speak of seem absolute enough when we consider that the human race, that work of his so very precious, was wholly ruined, and that it was not seemly that the purpose which God had made concerning man should fall to the ground; and moreover, that this purpose could not be carried into effect unless the human race were delivered by their Creator himself? (1.4:184). 50 This has had some disastrous results. When the Cur Deus Homo was read in isolation from Anselm's whole theological system, the lack of any more explicit mention of the life of grace in it led to a reduction of Anselm's teaching to the merely extrinsic application of Christ's merits to the sinner, with the importance of human cooperation greatly minimized.
61 See pp. 616-17 above. 52 "Nonne satis necessaria ratio videtur, cur deus ea quae dicimus faceré debuerit: quia genus humanuni, tarn scilicet pretiosum opus eius, omnino perierat, nee decebat ut, quod deus de nomine proposuerat, penitus annihilaretur, nee idem eius proposition ad effectum duci poterat, nisi genus hominum ab ipso creatore suo liberaretur?" that this will not hold weight unless it is proved "necessary" for God to save humanity by becoming human; otherwise God will look either foolish or powerless (1.6:185-86). And so Anselm sets out to demonstrate the necessity of the Incarnation, in order to enable appreciation for the depths of God's love and compassion.
At this point, Boso interjects another objection: Why do we give God thanks for saving us if God did it out of necessity? In answer, Anselm distinguishes between two kinds of necessity:
There is a necessity which takes away or lessens our gratitude to a benefactor, and there is also a necessity by which the favor deserves still greater thanks. For when one does a benefit from necessity to which he is unwillingly subjected, less thanks are due him, or none at all. But when he freely places himself under the necessity of benefitting another, and sustains that necessity without reluctance, then he certainly deserves greater thanks for the favor. For this should not be called necessity but grace, inasmuch as he undertook or maintains it, not with any restraint, but freely (2.5:243).
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The necessity out of which God acts is this latter kind of necessity, a self-imposed faithfulness to the created order as God intended it from the beginning, motivated solely out of God's goodness and love: Much more, therefore, do we owe all thanks to God for completing his intended favor to man; though, indeed, it would be improper for him to fail in his good design, because wanting nothing in himself he began it for our sake and not his own,... by freely creating man, God as it were bound himself to complete the good which he had begun.... Yet we may say, although the whole work which God does for man is of grace, that it is necessary for God, on account of his unchanged goodness, to complete the work which he has begun (2.5:244).
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In other words, it seems to Anselm that we understand the depth and intensity of God's love for humanity, only if we acknowledge that such a love involved being faithful to creation to the extent of becoming human to save it. And he has already shown that the motivation for 53 "Est nécessitas quae benefacienti gratiam aufert aut minuit, et est nécessitas qua maior beneficio gratia debetur. Cum enim aliquis ea necessitate cui subiacet, invitus bene facit, aut nulla aut minor illi gratia debetur. Cum vero ipse sponte se necessitati benefaciendi subdit nee invitus earn sustinet, tunc utique maiorem beneficii gratiam meretur. Non enim haec est dicenda nécessitas, sed gratia, quia nullo cogente illam suscepit aut servat, sed gratis." 54 "Quare multo magis, si deus facit bonum nomini quod incepti, licet non deceat eum a bono incepto deficere, totum gratiae debemus imputare, quia hoc propter nos, non propter se nullius egens incepit et tarnen bonitate sua illum creando sponte se ut perfìceret inceptum bonum quasi obligavit Dicamus tarnen quia necesse est, ut bonitas dei propter immutabilitatem suam perfìciat de homine quod incepit, quamvis totum sit gratia bonum quod facit." the Incarnation was the need for humans to participate in their own atonement, something that could only be accomplished by God's becoming one of them. God's love for humanity demands this.
It is in light of God's loving fidelity to creation that all talk of necessity, justice, and satisfaction in the Cur Deus Homo needs to be placed. In Anselm's scheme, God's faithful love includes just anger at the destruction of creation by sin as well as the just demand that satisfaction be made for the ruin of humankind. "God cannot be inconsistent with himself," and so God's compassion cannot be such that God can overlook sin without demanding satisfaction (1.24:235). Further, "God's compassion seems to fail" if God forgives the sinner without demanding satisfaction from the one who committed the offense, for, as we saw above, the sinner will be either needy or unjust, and in either case not happy (1.24:236). Anselm's view of God's love resembles what in today's common parlance is called "tough love." Because God desires human fulfillment and happiness, God demands that humans participate in the repair of creation through union with Christ; only then will they become who they were truly meant to be, who they deeply desire to be. This is why God needed to become human.
JULIAN'S SHOWINGS
Julian was the product of the same Benedictine spirit that was Anselm's. 55 The prayer in which she petitioned for the three wounds of contrition, compassion, and longing for God, was a prayer for that same compunction Anselm desired.
56 If anything, the late fourteenth century was even more acutely aware of the fact of sin and its destructiveness than was the case in Anselm's cloister. The Fourth Lateran Council had set down detailed instruction for both clergy and laity in the awareness of sin and the need for sacramental confession, instruction that found its way to the general populace by way of penitential manuals and detailed preaching. In addition, the episodes of the Black Death had exacerbated feelings of guilt and fear of eternal punishment. 57 Julian's own experience of sin and need for redemption was likely as intense if not more so than that of Anselm. But Julian learned through her revelations to transfer her attention from the fact of sin and to fasten it more directly on the love of God. It is this emphasis that eventually makes her soteriology different from that of the Cur Deus Homo.
In the midst of her revelations, Julian has an experience of God which teaches her the difference between God's eternal perspective and the human, historically conditioned one: I saw God in [a point], 58 ... by which vision I saw that he is present in all things. I contemplated it carefully, seeing and recognizing through it that he does everything which is done. I marvelled at that vision with a gentle fear, and I thought: What is sin? For I saw truly that God does everything, however small it may be, and that nothing is done by chance, but all by God's prescient wisdom. If it seem chance in [our] sight, our blindness and lack of prescience is the reason.... I was compelled to admit that everything which is done is well done, for our Lord God does everything. And I was certain that he does no sin; and here I was certain that sin is no deed, for in all this sin was not shown to me.... I saw most truly that [God] never changed his purpose in any kind ofthing, nor ever will eternally. For there was nothing unknown to him in his just ordinance before time began, and therefore all things were set in order, before anything was made, as it would endure eternally. And no kind ofthing will fail in that respect, for he has made everything totally good Then I saw truly that I must agree, with great reverence and joy in God (11:197-99).
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Because of her union with God, Julian sees the world, momentarily, as God sees it. And in God's view all is well, sin is nothing, and everything is accomplished as God intends. This is a perspective essentially different from the way humans, conditioned by time, view events as destructive or arbitrary or happening by chance. It is an insight foreign to Julian and she must struggle to understand it. In the Long Text, Julian describes this struggle in some detail, at one point praying desperately: Ah, good Lord, how could all things be well, because of the great harm which has come through sin to your creatures? And here I wished, so far as I dared, for some plainer explanation through which I might be at ease about this matter (29:227). 58 Colledge and Walsh translate Julian's word "poynte" as "an instant of time/' In their commentary on this passage, they compare Julian's experience to that of Benedict as described in Gregory's Dialogues: Benedict, praying one night at his window, "saw a wonderful light shining in the darkness; and the whole world was brought before his gaze, gathered as it were under this one ray of light It was not that the heavens and earth were contracted but that the soul of the beholder was dilated, because, being rapt in God, he could see without difficulty all that was beneath God" (PL 66.198-200; English translation in Colledge-Walsh 317-18 n. 10). 69 The argument of this passage is remarkably similar to that found in Boethius's Consolation of Philosophy, which Julian probably knew through Chaucer's translation. See IV, Prose 6; V, Prose 1.
The Parable of the Lord and the Servant
The "plainer explanation" was given to Julian in the parable of the lord and the servant cited above, and it forms the centerpiece of her soteriology. As with Anselm, the underlying analogy is drawn from the feudal order. However, Julian emphasizes less than Anselm does the social order as such, and focuses instead upon the personal relationship which ideally existed between lord and vassal, a relationship founded upon mutual love and respect and fidelity to the obligations willingly assumed by both parties.
Julian sees in her imagination a lord sitting in state, and a servant standing before him, ready to do his will. When the lord sends him on a mission, the servant runs off speedily, eager to fulfill it. But in his eagerness, he falls into a ditch from which he cannot extricate himself. Understanding this as a parable for the fall, Julian is struck by the fact that she can see no fault in the servant, and that God looks upon him only with love, not with blame:
I understood that the lord who sat in state in rest and peace is God. I under stood that the servant who stood before him was shown for Adam, that is to say, one man was shown at that time and his fall, so as to make it understood how God regards all men and their falling. For in the sight of God, all men are one man, and one man is all men. This man was injured in his powers and made most feeble, and in his understanding he was amazed, because he was diverted from looking on his lord, but his will was preserved in God's sight. I saw the lord commend and approve him for his will, but he himself was blinded and hindered from knowing this will. And this is a great sorrow and a cruel suffering to him, for he neither sees clearly his loving lord, who is so meek and mild to him, nor does he truly see what he himself is in the sight of his loving lord (51:270-71).
Julian knew this image was given to her to clarify her sense of the nothingness of sin and God's message "All will be well." But she re mained in perplexity concerning it, because it did not seem to fit with church teaching: "For in the servant, who was shown for Adam,... I saw many different characteristics which could in no way be attributed to Adam" (δΐ^βθ). The Adam/Christ typology that plays such a large role in Anselm's soteriology is present strongly in Julian's as well, but with a difference. For Anselm's argument it is just as essential that Christ's difference from humans be emphasized (divine and innocent as opposed to human and sinful) as it is that he be one with humanity, enabling human incorporation into his body and participation in his redemptive work. In Julian's parable this difference is not emphasized. In fact, there is almost a virtual identification between Christ and all humanity because the one figure of the servant represents both.
Thus, when God sees us, even in our sin, God sees Christ. What humans see in process, and interpret in terms of time sequence or cause and effect, is seen as eternally accomplished by God. Because in God all is eternally present, God never views the fall apart from the Incarnation and its fruits. Therefore, from God's perspective, the powers of evil are overcome, humanity is God's own city and dwelling place in whom God eternally rejoices, and all is well.
The Union of Christ and All Humankind
Once Julian made the identification between Christ and all humanity in the figure of the servant, she was able to meditate on the meaning of the parable with greater clarity. Christ is the new Adam, who took upon himself "all the harm and weakness" which are humanity's lot because of the fall. The task for which the servant was sent was "to do the greatest and the hardest labor there is ... to be a gardener." Christ the new Adam performs correctly the work given to the first Adam "to till and keep the garden," a work which involves suffering because of sin. The parable also speaks of a treasure for which the lord longs, understood as all humanity, which in its fallen state is not fit to be in the company of its lord (51:273). The servant's task is to return this treasure, restored and renewed, back to the lord. This is a work of re-creation, a doing over again, a reliving in the proper way of the original creation which was marred by sin, a bringing back to God of what had strayed off course and become displeasing. By taking upon himself fallen human nature, and by enduring the suffering caused by sin totally, even to the extent of dying and descending into hell, Christ recreated in himself what all humanity was called to be from the beginning, God's favorite "city and dwelling place," a comfortable home for God, wherein God and humanity are joined in love's unity. He is the true Adam through whose life the harm caused by the first Adam was repaired and all humanity was recreated.
Julian frequently refera to Christ as the "perfect human," which she interprets not only in a qualitative but also in a quantitative sense. Christ is the perfect human because in him are contained all those who will be saved (57:292). Thus all who are united to Christ are Christ, members of his one body, the Church, and loved by God as Christ is loved, in the unity of the Holy Spirit. The Christian life on earth is therefore rightly understood as the continuation of Christ's life, and the participation of humanity in God's act of salvation.
Julian's soteriology, like Anselm's, is heavily dependent upon Paul's Adam/Christ typology. But rather than using it as Anselm does to emphasize the need for humanity to participate in the repair of the damage caused by sin, Julian emphasizes the continuity it reveals between God's work of creation and re-creation, and the eternal love of God for humanity that motivates both. Using the Pauline notion of the predestination in Christ of all who will be saved, the figure of Wisdom from the Hebrew Scriptures, and Augustine's doctrine of creation,
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Julian elaborates on the role Christ plays in the continuity between creation and re-creation in God's eternal plan. Since all human souls were created at once with the human soul of Christ in the image of the Logos before time began, humanity is inextricably "knitted" to Christ from all eternity (53:284).
Julian is indebted here to the neoplatonic notion of the eternal, purely spiritual soul, unaffected by human bodiliness, which she calls the soul's "substance." It is the fullness of human nature, the image of God, eternally reflecting the Trinity's might, wisdom, and love. By contrast, the soul's "sensuality" is the soul in contact with the body and affected by the vagaries of time and space. 62 But this too becomes united to Christ through the Incarnation: "In the same time that God knit himself to our body in the maiden's womb, he took our sensuality, and in taking it, having enclosed us all in himself, he united it to our substance" (57:292).
Humanity is thus doubly knit to Christ: in the creation of the soul's "substance" in his image, and in his taking upon himself human "sen- the fact of God's entering into human flesh. Human predestination in Christ is the secure guarantee of eternal bliss. Since God's loving will is effective to complete what God had planned from the beginning, one can trust that "all will be well."
The Reason for the Incarnation
Because of this focus, sin is no longer the main reason why the Incarnation was necessary. Julian intimates that the Incarnation had a purpose other than repairing the damage caused by sin:
Our reason is founded in God, who is nature's substance. From this substantial nature spring mercy and grace, and penetrate us, accomplishing everything for the fulfillment of our joy. These are our foundations,... for in nature we have our life and our being, and in mercy and grace we have our increase and our fulfillment.... For we cannot profit by our reason alone, unless we have equally memory and love; nor can we be saved merely because we have in God our natural foundation, unless we have, coming from the same foundation, mercy and grace. For from these three operating all together we receive all our good, the first of which is the good of nature. For in our first making God gave us as much good and as great good as we could receive in our spirit alone; but his prescient purpose in his endless wisdom willed that we should be double (56:290).
Here God's works of mercy and grace, brought into operation by the Incarnation, were part of God's "prescient purpose" for humanity from all eternity.
Julian calls sin "necessary," by which she means not ontological necessity but the fact that sin is part of human experience which can not be denied (27:225).
63 It is not willed by God, since God cannot will evil, but God does "tolerate" it, and even uses it as one of the vehicles for human salvation. But sin is not the only reason for the outreach of God to humanity through God's works of mercy and grace. Thus sal vation for Julian means more than the forgiveness of sins or the res toration of fallen human nature to its original state of justice. From all eternity God willed not only that humankind be created in its "natural substance," but that it also be "increased" and "fulfilled" by sensuali ty's being lifted up into the very life of God. The eternal substance of the soul, created in God's image, becomes more through its sensuality, bound to earthly, bodily creation. As we saw above, this union was permanently effected by Christ's assuming human fleshly existence in time.
This perspective allows Julian to place great value on materiality and human bodiliness. They are not to be dismissed as useless or detrimental to spiritual growth. Their development over the course of time contributes to that increase of God's image in the human which God predestined "from before beginning" and in which humanity and God will eternally rejoice in heaven.
64 This is salvation, something Julian intimates would have occurred whether or not sin was a reality.
Sin as Suffering
Julian has a broad understanding of the word "sin." It means more for her than the active free choice of evil on the part of the sinner. As she uses it, the word "sin" embraces everything that is not good, including "the passions, spiritual and bodily, of all God's creatures" that result from sin, and the pains and sufferings of Christ (27:225). While she agrees with the logic of the idea that sin is nothing in light of the love of God, Julian does not think this does justice to the way humans experience sin. Sin may well be nothing on the ontological level, but the pain it causes is something that theology must consider: "I believe that [sin] has no kind of substance, no share in being, nor can it be recognized except by the pain caused by it. And it seems to me that this pain is something for a time" (27:225). Consistent with the way God looks at human sinfulness, with compassion rather than blame, Julian regards sin primarily as something humans suffer from, whatever their degree of personal guilt might be:
Sin is the sharpest scourge with which any chosen soul can be struck, which scourge belabors man or woman, and breaks a man and purges him in his own sight so much that at times he thinks himself that he is not fît for anything but as it were to sink into hell (39:244).
As was the case with her use of feudal imagery, Julian pays less attention than Anselm does to sin's effects on the social order, and concentrates instead on its effects upon the individual psyche, sufferings graphically symbolized by the servant in the ditch: He cannot rise or help himself in any way. And of all this, the greatest hurt which I saw him in was lack of consolation, for he could not turn his face to look on his loving lord, who was very close to him, in whom is all consolation; but like a man who was for the time extremely feeble and foolish, he paid heed to his feelings and his continuing distress.... He was blinded in his reason and perplexed in his mind, so much so that he had almost forgotten his own love (51:267-68).
Julian spells out the painful effects of the fall in some detail: loss of might and wisdom, preoccupation with suffering, and confusion of will. Furthermore, the weakness caused by the fall induces personal sin, something from which no one is exempt. Here Julian emphasizes, in particular, the detrimental effects of false guilt, scrupulosity, and selfhatred, which can lead to the denial of God's love, the sin of despair.
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The Power of God's Love Nonetheless, the most important lesson Julian learned from her revelations, strongly dependent on the message of Romans 5, is the fact that the power of God's love is far greater than the power of sin. She sensed that much of the worry about guilt and the fear of damnation which characterized her age ignored the fact that evil has been overcome by the power of God's grace. As Julian puts it, we usually have no trouble believing that God "is almighty and may punish me greatly, and ... all wisdom, and can punish me wisely," but we have great difficulty believing that God "is all goodness and loves me tenderly" (77:330). 66 Julian shrewdly penetrates into the strange inability of human nature to accept the self as lovable, making us paradoxically more comfortable with God the judge, whom we must always strive to please and appease, than with God the mother, who simply loves us as we are. Julian's revelations taught her that love is the most essential aspect of the nature of God, affecting God's other attributes: God's love "makes might and wisdom very humble to us" (73:323). And this love will simply not allow us to be lost.
Julian describes God's love as both courteous and homely. 67 The 65 For more detail, see Wisdom's Daughter 121-29. 66 "Though the three persons of the blessed Trinity be all alike in the self, the soul received most understanding of love. Yes, and [God] wants us in all things to have our contemplation and our delight in love. And it is about this knowledge that we are most blind, for some of us believe that God is almighty and may do everything, and that he is all wisdom and can do everything, but that he is all love and wishes to do everything, there we fail. And it is this ignorance which most hinders God's lovers" (73:323).
67 See, for example: "I saw our Lord God as a lord in his own house, who has called all his friends to a splendid feast.... I saw him reign in his house as a king and fill it all full of joy and mirth, gladdening and consoling his dear friends with himself, very Middle English word "cortaysye" captures well the ideal relationship between lord and vassal in the feudal system. 68 Applied to God, it indicates God's desire to be generous and faithful to creatures, but in a way that demands a similar response. For Julian, God's courteous love includes the fidelity to creation that hates sin and provides a strong bulwark against it, but also the demand that sinners recognize their sinfulness, "meekly ... accuse" themselves of it, and join in the struggle for its eradication (52:281). This picture of God's love is not essentially different from Anselm's.
Julian's uniqueness lies in her description of God's love as "homely." While the word "courteous" as applied to God allows for graciousness and generosity, it also implies nobility, majesty, and a certain distance. The word "homely," by contrast, emphasizes the intimacy of God's love for humankind. The Middle English word "homely" simply meant "feeling comfortable or at home with," best translated by the modern English words "intimate" or "familiar."
69 Julian uses various images to describe the effects of God's homely love. God is "our natural place, in which we were created by the motherhood of love" (60:297). We are enclosed in this God as in a womb (57:292). God is our clothing, "who wraps and enfolds us for love, embraces us and shelters us, surrounds us for his love, which is so tender that he may never desert us" (5:183). On the other hand, we are God's home, a fact obviously reflected in the Incarnation, through which God makes humanity the place where God chooses to dwell by becoming human flesh.
This closeness of God to humanity makes separation from God impossible: "in this endless love we are led and protected by God, and we shall never be lost." The human soul has its foundation in God, "preciously knitted to [God] in its making" (53:284). So close is this unity that Julian can say, "I saw no difference between God and our substance, but, as it were, all God; and still my understanding accepted that our substance is in God, that is to say that God is God, and our substance is a creature in God" (54:285). This unity is due to the However, as we saw above, the reason for this necessity is not the fact of sin, as it is in Anselm's construction, but God's desire that human creation be increased and fulfilled beyond its original splendor through God's assuming human flesh. The need to repair the damage done by sin is certainly subsumed into Julian's soteriology, but her discussion of the reason for the Incarnation transcends it.
Julian never describes the Incarnation as making satisfaction to God for the damage caused by sin, which is a central focus for Anselm. However, as we saw above, this satisfaction is inclusive of us, since it involves God's fidelity to all creation. Julian makes this point even more clearly, for, in a rather dramatic departure from Anselm, she applies the word "satisfy" not to God but directly to human beings. Therefore we are his, not only through our redemption but also by his Father's courteous gift. We are his bliss, we are his reward, we are his honor, we are his crown. And this was a singular wonder and a most delectable contemplation, that we are his crown (22:216).
By the marvellous increase and fulfillment of human nature wrought by Christ, humanity becomes his glory and honor, and through him, that of all the Trinity: "the Father's joy, the Son's honor, the Holy Spirit's delight" (51:278). 72 This reflection strengthens Julian's stress on the motivation of love which guided the work of the Incarnation, and on the great regard God has for humanity. These ideas are not absent in Anselm, but Julian makes them more forceful.
Like Anselm, Julian sees no conflict between God's love and justice. For her, God's justice is truth, both utterly consistent with God's love. God therefore sees humans only one way, through the eyes of love: "The ... judgment which is from God's justice is from his own great endless love, and that is that fair, sweet judgment... in which I saw him assign to us no kind of blame" (45:257). For God, humans are always the good and rightful recipients of love. God's justice is never wrathful toward humans, but is always turned lovingly toward them. This is a different understanding of God's justice from Anselm's, who saw it, albeit motivated by love, as the rightful demand for satisfaction for the damage done by sin. can save, an experience corresponding to what analysts of the mystical life have called the purgative way. Anselm also prayed for greater understanding of the mysteries of faith, confident that this would lead him to a deeper love and devotion to God. Such insights gained in prayer became the content of his theological arguments, and this whole experience bears a resemblance to the illuminative way of Christian mysticism. As the fruit of such experiences, Anselm describes in the Cur Deus Homo the ruin sin has brought to human nature and to all creation. He reminds us of human responsibility for sin and of the need to participate in its eradication, along with a frustrating awareness of the inability to do so. Anselm's Cur Deus Homo is finally a hymn of praise to the gracious love of God who became human to overcome human weakness and enable human participation in the work of redemption through union with Christ.
We can suppose that for most of her life Julian's experience was similar to Anselm's. She, too, prayed for the grace of compunction. She speaks often and knowingly about the pain caused by sin, and of the tremendous longing for God that is always part of the earthly sojourn. But besides experiences of purgation and illumination, Julian is privileged, at least for an instant, with the experience of mystical union, which changed her perspective forever. 73 It is in light of this that her soteriology was motivated and formulated. From the vantage point of God's loving gaze, all other viewpoints, including human experiences of guilt and responsibility for sin, become relativized. Her Showings is a hymn to the unitive love of God which will not allow God's creation to be lost, in spite of the fact of sin. Her basic message is not that humanity recognize and make up for the damage done by sin, but that they learn to place absolute trust in God who holds all in loving union, thus assuring salvation.
In attempting to reconcile her revelations with church teaching, both of which she regarded as God's word, Julian eventually worked out a distinction between them, based upon her understanding of God's mercy. Before her revelations she had considered mercy to be the "remission of [God's] wrath after we have sinned" (47:260). But her revelations showed no wrath in God. Technically, since God eternally sees humans as good, without the blame caused by sin, God does not forgive. 74 Rather than forgiveness, mercy is simply that aspect of God's love that preserves humanity against the forces of evil. Yet humans certainly experience something that they describe as the wrath and forgiveness of God.
Julian found the solution to her perplexity in the distinction between human and divine judgment. Unlike God's judgment which is based on our true "natural substance" eternally united to God, human judgment is based upon "our changeable sensuality." Human judgments are therefore "sometimes... good and lenient... sometimes... hard and painful." To the extent that they are good and lenient, they match God's justice, God's truth, God's eternal point of view. But to the extent that they are hard and painful, they cause humans to experience what seems like the wrath and forgiveness of God (45:256).
Both types of judgment are important and necessary. Human judgments grow from our existential situation, and therefore contribute something essential to understanding ourselves as historical beings. Thus it is right that we describe our experience of being forgiven by God, even though God was not actually angry with us and has no need to forgive. It is right that we characterize our sin as mortal or deadly, though technically it is not that in God's sight. 75 There is a place for church teaching on eternal damnation, even though Julian's revelations seem to imply that all will somehow be saved.
76 These "human" judgments are frequently illumined by grace, and can be understood as 74 "Our Lord God cannot in his own judgment forgive, because he cannot be angrythat would be impossible.... For this was revealed, that our life is all founded and rooted in love, and without love we cannot live. And therefore to the soul which by God's special grace sees so much of his great and wonderful goodness as that we are endlessly united to him in love, it is the most impossible thing ... that God might be angry" (49:263-64).
75 'Through the temptations and the sorrow into which on our side we fall, we often are dead by the judgment of men on earth. But in the sight of God the soul which will be saved was never dead, and never will be (50:265)
It often seems to us as if we were in danger of death and in some part of hell, because of the sorrow and the pain which sin is to us, and so for that time we are dead to the true sight of our blessed life. But in all this I saw truly that we are not dead in the sight of God, nor does he ever depart from us" (72:320). 76 Space does not permit an adequate development of this point here, although from all that has been said, it is perhaps obvious that the message of Julian's revelations tends toward universal salvation. Julian's conclusions regarding this are careful and nuanced; see Wisdom's Daughter 162-69. tives such as Anselm's are subsumed into her theology, and continue to be valid. But she was more firmly convinced that concentration on sin and guilt could degenerate into the sin of despair unless balanced by an adequate sense of God's love. Unlike the faith-filled atmosphere of the eleventh-century cloister, fourteenth-century England was in need of greater appreciation of the compassionate love of God. Thus, Julian warns constantly against an undue preoccupation with sin and guilt:
When we have fallen through weakness or blindness, then our courteous Lord, touching us, moves us and protects us. And then he wants us to see our wretchedness and meekly to acknowledge it; but he does not want us to remain there, or to be much occupied in self-accusation, nor does he want us to be too full of our own misery. But he wants us quickly to attend to him.... And he hastens to bring us to him, for we are his joy and his delight, and he is the remedy of our life (79:334-35).
Instead of focusing on sin and guilt, growth in the Christian life is better served by focusing on the love of God which saves.
The twentieth-century Church needs both perspectives. The fact that "God does not look upon us with wrath in our sin" may not be the message our society as a whole needs to hear today, given the extreme damage sin has caused the oppressed peoples of the world and even the earth itself. A fresh reading of the Cur Deus Homo could renew a sense of human responsibility for sin and for repairing sin's damage in our world through union with Christ. But many individuals, even those involved with the work for justice, suffer from self-hatred, scrupulosity, and false guilt. It is to such as these that Julian's Showings is addressed. It reminds us that any consideration of the horror of sin and the reality of human guilt must be placed firmly within the context of God's all-abiding, eternal, salvific love. The realization with which Julian sums up her revelations must be ours as well: So I was taught that love is our Lord's meaning. And I saw very certainly in this and in everything that before God made us he loved us, which love was never abated and never will be. And in this love he has done all his works, and in this love he has made all things profitable to us, and in this love our life is everlasting. In our creation we had beginning, but the love in which he created us was in him from without beginning. In this love we have our beginning, and all this shall we see in God without end (86:342-43).
This kind of trust in God's love can provide a certain poise to Christian living without which we would be off-balance, a poise necessary for sustained and fruitful participation in God's creative and redemptive work in our world.
